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Expelled 
Movie Review 


Expelled is a such great and funny movie to watch! The characters are Cameron Dallas (As 

Felix O'neil), Lia Marie Johnson (As Katie, and/or pizza girl), Matt Shiverly (As Danny), Andrea 

Russett (As Vanessa), Marcus Johns (As Ben), Emilio Palame (As Principal Truman), Kristina 

Hayes (As Julie),  Michelle Glavan (As Stacey), Stevie Mack (Mr.Harris), Ellen Karsten (As 

Mrs.Taylor), Amy Roiland (As Mrs.Jensen), and so many more!!  

This movie Expelled is about Felix (Aka Cameron Dallas) who is basically a "legendary" 

prankster. He ends up getting expelled for his rude/funny pranks, but with the help of  his friends 

he gets away with it! And he will not stop there, he will do anything to get out of  trouble, and will 

do anything so his parents won't find out he's expelled. Find out what happens, once you start 

watching it you won't stop!  

The best part of  the movie is when Felix (Cameron Dallas) finds out something about his 

principal-why he's always at the school during night time...He uses that as a weapon to get 

himself  back to school, since he's trying to change. But he finds a way to change all that, and to 

find out you'll have to watch it!! I honestly loved the movie because it was super funny, and great 

to keep you occupied!! I loved how they added so many Youtubers/Famous people in just one 

movie. I was pretty into it when I saw Cameron Dallas, Andrea Russett, and Lia Marie Johnson!! 

I recommend this movie for people around 12-18. I don't think younger kids should watch just 

because they don't know what exactly expelled means, and just so they won't learn any of  those 

things (Do not try any of  those things if  you watch the movie!). This movie is only 1 hour and 25 

minutes, doesn't take much of  your time! And last but not least I give it a rate of  5 stars 

(★★★★★)!!! So please, I recommend you to watch this movie and have some laughs!!! ❤ ️  
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The Fault In Our Stars 
By: John Green, Book Review 


Expect to smile, laugh, and cry throughout this whole entire chapter book!!! This story is 

told by a 16 year old girl (Hazel) that is diagnosed with lung cancer and attends a cancer support 

group. In the support group she meets many people like Isaac. She also meets Augustus Waters. 

She describes him as funny, and very witty. Augustus has osteosarcoma (a rare form of  bone 

cancer but he is okay, he was given the all clear sign). But throughout the time they hang out they 

find out some shocking things. Go ahead and read it to find out what happens!  

The best part of  this whole book is definitely the romance, and love. And the funny parts 

too, but I'll save those for later!! (one part can be REALLY funny)! They care so much for each 

other and will to anything to be together, especially when they start getting to know each other, 

they create many beautiful memories!! Especially when they go...oops can't spoil anything (if  you 

want to know so bad...read the book!!)  

I really suggest this book for ages around 12 and up, just because younger kids wouldn't 

understand the story, also it's a chapter book with no pictures at all, and we all know younger kids 

like picture books not chapter books! The genre of  this book is Young-Adult Fiction, which 

means adults can read this too, so if  you finish I think you should really recommend it to 

someone like a friend or even an older sibling!! I give this a rating of  5 stars!!! (★★★★★), 

because the author takes you into a galaxy, into another world - a world filled with many 

emotions!! Maybe even the world of  The Fault In Our Stars!  You will actually be excited once you 

start reading it, but once you get towards the middle it gets intense and you certainly can't put the 

book down!! I can't explain how much I love The Fault In Our Stars. If  I love it I bet YOU will too!! 
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Draw Something Free 
Video Game Review 

Draw something free is for Ipad, IPhone, iPod, or Phone (basically anything you can 

download from!) The rating it has in the App Store is  4 and a half  (★★★★ and half  of  one 

star), but I honestly think that rating should go up to  five stars! (★★★★★)!! If  you love to 

draw you should really play this game! (doesn't matter if  your good or not).  

All you have to do is make a username for yourself  and enter your email. After you do that 

you can enter a friend's username, email or you could just click a random name. Once you are 

finished with that, all you do is draw, or the person you're playing with will draw something for 

you, and you have to guess the drawing! Some people are so amazingly good at drawing! 

Throughout the game you will get coins if  you guess the drawing correctly. If  you don't guess it 

correctly, you don't lose coins and you just have to start back at 1. Once you have collected up to 

249 coins you can buy more colors or bombs for better drawings (bombs for boosters to find out a 

word)!!  

The best part of  this game is definitely the creativity, and how you use your imagination to 

draw! Also you get to meet new and lots of  people!! I think this game is a great opportunity to 

meet new people and make online friends, plus you will learn how to draw throughout the days!!  

I also think that people will enjoy this because if  they like or love to draw then they will definitely 

love this app, and if  you're not such a good drawer this will change how you look at drawing! I  

recommend this game for ages 6 and up, or any age, just make sure they can draw. Anyone can 

play this wonderful game. And how do you play this game you ask? It's easy! All you do is try to 

guess the word the person is drawing! You can draw too, and have your friends or people guess 

what you drew! Easy as that, doesn't sound too hard does it? You can also get bombs with your 

coins, the bombs help you delete some letters if  you don't know what the person drew. I really 

recommend people to try this game, and if  you don't like it you can erase it! ☺ ️
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